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Suppose {X,, n 3 0) are random variables such that for normalizing constants an > 0, b,, n B 0 
we have Y,( .) = (XI,.] - 6,)/a, + Y( l ) in D(0, a). Then a, and 6, must vary in specific ways 
and the process Y possesses a scaling property. If {N,,} are positive integer valued random 
variables we discuss when YNm + Y and YA = (X,, . I - 6,)/a, + Y’. Results given subsume 
random index limit theorems for convergence to Brownian motion, stable processes and extremal 
processes. 
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I. Introduction 
The main question we consider is the following: If there is a functional limit 
theorem for a sequence of random variables (N’S) {X”, n 2 01 then how is the 
convergence affected when the indlices are rv’s. 
To state the question precisely we introduce the following: 
Basic Assumption. For some a, > 0, b,, n 3 I, Y,, : = (Xi,, .I- b,)/a, converges 
weakly ‘as a sequence of random elements of D = D(Q, ~0) - the space of right 
continuous functions with Pinite left limits at each t > 0 - to a process Y E D 
which has a nondegenerate distribution at each t > 0. 
For what follows, Y,, =+ Y denotes weak convergence in the metric space 
D(0, ~0) which means Y,, =+ Y in D[r,s] for each O<P<S<~Q which are not 
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fixed discontinuities of the limit Y. (See [l, 71.) Observe that the convergence we 
have postulated is the usual one encountered in the convergence of random walks 
to stable processes (see [1,23, 241) and partial maxima to extremal processes (see 
[28, 29, or 311). ” 
In Section 2 we show that under the basic assumption the norming constants a, 
and B, must t/ary in specific ways and !I~ must be stochastically continuous. These 
results owe much to Lamperti (1962) and Weissman (1975). Our contribution is that 
stochastic continuity of the limit is now a! conclusion rather than .an assumption. 
In Section 3 we d&cuss some conditions for the convergence of YN. and 
YS, = (XI+1 - &)/a, which apply when the sequences {Xn} ancl {N,) are indepen- 
dent or dependent. Of interest here is that no special properties of Y are needed to 
prove the results beyond those obtained from the basic assumption so that many 
random index limit theoreems can be obtained as special cases. Section 4 deals with 
the convergence of YNJ1). Sudh results have been of interest in estimation theory 
using random sample sizes. W’e also give a counterexample to a conjecture of 
Mogyorodi and Guiasu. 
2. Cmsequences of the basic msumptioe 
Theorem 1. If the bask a.c;umption holds, then for each s > 0 the following two 
limits exist : 
0 a 
and satisfy 
{Y (,st); t > 0) 2 (a(s) Y(t) + P(s); t > 0). 0 C 
Furthermore, for some constant h one of the following possibilities holds: 
(i) (Y(S) = sP, p :> 0, p(s) = h(s’ - 1); 
(ii) CY(S) = 1, p(s) = h logs; 
(iii) a(s) = sp, p C 0, p(s) = h(l - sp). 
Pmof. Let T = {t > 0 : P[ Y(t) f Y(t - )] = 0). From [l], p+ 124, (0, a) - T is count- 
able. Pick t, s > 0 so that t, st E X Using Theorem 5.5 of [l] gives that if s, -+ s, 
NOW by the convergence to types theorem there exist a(s) ~0 and /3(s) which 
satisfy (a), (b), and 
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Y(st) z a(s)Y(t)+ p(s) 
so that 
CY(Sf)Y(l) t p@t) z 4S)&)W) + 4s)W) + PCS) 
(where; we have assumed for convenience 1 E T). Therefore for t, st E T, 
a(st) = a(s 
for which (i), (ii), (iii) are the only measurable solutions with a(E) = 1. 
To show equality of the finite dimensional distributions in (c) it suffices to repeat 
the above procedure using a multivariate analogue of the convergence to types 
theorem. See for example [3], p. 148. 
Examples of the convergence described in (i) are weak convergence to stable 
laws of index l/p (0 < IJp s 2, pf 1) or to the extremal process generated by 
@*,&I (x) = exp{ - x-“~}, x > 0. The variation in (iii) arises in weak convergence to 
the extremal process generated by !#rrl,&) = exp{ - r( - x)““l}, x s 0, = 1, x’ > 0. 
Finally situation (ii) ariqes when the limit Y is an extremal process generated by 
A(X) = exp{ - eex} and also (as pointed out to us by L. de Haan) in connection with 
weak convergence to a stable law of index 1 as follows: If &, n 3 1 are iid rv’s in the 
domain of attraction of a stable law of index 1, set x” = xy=, & / n. Then there exist 
a,, 6, varying as described in (ii) suclh that (&,.I - !I,, )/a, + Y. 
Theorem 2. If [X,, n a 0] satisfies the basic assumption, then Y is stochastically 
continuous. 
Proof. If u E T9 then for each E > 0 
Isi,n?P[JY(s)- Y(u)p&]=o. 
From Theorem 1, {Y(sr),~>0} 2 CLY(S)Y(~)-~P(S),~)O). If ;>O is chosen 
arbitrarily and s = t/u then Iciting v’ = v/s givf:s 
I$ P[ 1 Y(v)- Y(t)1 r E] = liz Pf I Y (St)‘) -’ Y(W)1 3 E]. 
Since (Y(su’, Y(su)) % (cu(s)Y(v’) + p(s), CY(S)Y(U) + p(s)), the above equals 
EE P[ 1 Y(v’) - Y(u)/ B &I&)] = 0 
(recall u E a). Therefore Y is left stochastically continous at t and since 
stochastic ontinuity follows from Y being a.s. right continuous the 
complete. 
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3. Functional imit theorems with random indices 
Throughout this section we assume the basic assumption holds. We will be 
concerned with conditions that guarantee 
(YN, =.-* Y9 (1) 
Y:, = (X(& .] - b&a, =+ Y’ (2) 
where (NJ are integer valued random variables. The first step is the following: 
‘lbeorem 3. If ( Y,, N/n) * (Y, N) with P(O< N s 0~) = 1, then Yk =+ 
Y(N 0) and YN” + [ Y(N a)- B(N)]la(N). 
Proof, For t > 0 and f E D let $V; t) = f(t l ) E D. JI is continuous on D X R so by 
the continuous mapping theorem (5.1 in [l]), YL = #(Y,, N,/n) -+ IJp( Y, N) = 
Y(N .). 
To prove the second result, note that the mapping #“(J t) = Cf(t l ), t) is continu- 
ous so that 
(Y~,N,,ln)=*‘(Y,,,N,ln) + +‘(Y,N)=(Y(N$N). 
Applying the theorem for sequences of continuous mappings (Theorem 5.5 im [l]) 
with 
and the fact that the convergences in (a) and (b) of Theorem 1 are uniform gives 
b,, - brv,, + Y(N+/3(N) 
UN, a(N) ’ 
It is easy to construct examples to show that in Theorem 3 if Y and h’ are 
dependent, it is not necessarily true that (Y(N l )- P(N)&(N) 4 Y. However* this 
is true in the independence ase by Theorem 1. To get general sufficient conditions 
for independence of N and Y we need (cf. [l, 12, 13, 211): 
Definition. Suppose { Vn ; n 2 0) are random elements of a metric space S defined 
on (4t, 9, P). The sequence Vn is R-mixing if 
P(VEe} for all EES such that P(E)>O. 
The reason for using this y,*operty can be seen 
([I, 211): 
for s3me V, P{ Vn E 11 .E} + 
in the following characterization 
II. If V, =a V, then V,, is R -mixing if (i only if for any sequence Of 
random elements &of a metric space S’ swch that 
(V, Z) where V and 2 are independent. 
-JLB Z we have (Vn, z;I) =$> 
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From this lemma we can immediately clonclude: 
Zf Y, is R-mixing and N&I A N with @I< N cm)== 1, then 
YN. + %” and YL + cu(N)Y +P(N). 
Proof. From Theorem 4 and Lemma 1, YNm + [ Y(N 0) - P(N)]/(r! (N) where Y 
and N are independent, so by Theorem 1 the limit has the same law as Y. The 
second statement follows from the calculations in Theorem 3. 
It is easy to show that if {X”; n 2 0) has a trivial tail o-field then Y” is R-mixing. 
(See [2], p. 4.5.) Using the Hewitt-Savage zero-one law now gives the conclusions of 
Theorem 4 for random walks and partial maxima of iid rv’s. For examples of 
dependent sequences for which the mixing propertil can be verified and Thleorem 4. 
applied, see 1211. 
Minor modifications of these methods allow one !,o quickly prove variants where 
either P[N = 0] > 0 or NJc, A N and c, are constants not asymptotic to n. See 
[19, 203. 
4, Convergewe of YN.(l) 
To complete our study, we will derive conditions for the conver*gence of Y&). 
In general this will require additional hypotheses ince the convergence of 
processes discussed above occurs in D(O, a~) and so we only have convergence of
one-dimensional distributions for times at which the limit prtB3cesS Y(N 0) is 
continuous in probability. 
Theorem 5. If Ym (1) + Y and 
(1) NJn A N with P(O< N e 00) = 1, 
(2) Y, (1) is R -mixing with respect to a(N), that is, for each A .zuch that 
P{NEA}>O 
P{Y,(l)E-[NEA}-+P{YE-}, 
(3) if A,, = maxlm-,Icnc 1 Y, (1) - K (1) I, then 
lim sup lim sup P{A,, >c: INEB)=O. ~40 B :IP{NEB}>O n-r- 
Then YN, (I) Y(l)- 
Note that we do not suppose the basic assumption holds so we gannet ly t 
continuous mapping theorem as we did in Theorems 3 and 4. We can prove . 
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Theorem 5 however by using computations from the proof of the continuous 
mapping theorem as a substitute for applying the result. 
Proof, Given E, r) > 0. Choose s > 1 so large that [NE [Us, s]] < E. Let m be a 
positive integer and let 8 = (s - l/s)/m (so that 6 * 0 if WI -4 a) and tk = l/s + ita, 
k “O,..., m. If YNI,(l) G X, N E Cl/s, s] and 1 P&/n - N( s 6, then fk-, s N c tk for 
some k and Yt,,,I(l) S x + q unless the oscillation of Y, (1) when ntkV2 s m G n&+1 
is > q. Therefore 
-P[YN,(l)CX]:CE +P[JNJn--NI=+] I (1) 
+ 2 P[tk-, s N < tk, max 1 Ym (l)- Y~n,k~(l)l > s]- 
k=l nlk-pSm~ntk+j 
I (3 ) 
Using the three hypotheses to evaluate the limits of the correspondingly 
numbered ierms above we obtain that 
lim lim sup (1’) = 0, 
sf= n-- 
lim lim sup (3’) = 0, 
610 n-m 
Iim (2’) = P[ N E [l/s, s]] Pf Y G x + 71 
n-m 
if x + q is a continuity point. Therefore for all points x 
limsupPIYN,(l)~X]~PIY~X]. 
” -.bW 
A related lower bound is derived similarly and the proof is complete. 
Mogyorddi (1967) and Gui.asu (1971) have conjectured that for Theorem 5 it was 
sufficient that (3) hold with B’ = (0, m) (this is Anscombe’s condition). The example 
given below shows this is not true. [Note: There is also a counterexample due to 
Richter (1965).] 
Example. Let U, ZI, &, . . . be independent r.v.‘s such that U has a uniform 
distribution on (0,l) and for each n 2 1, Z,, has a normal distribution with mean 
zero and variance one. Let Yn = n-1’2 c;,, & le! I(W) = {[2”u(w)l+ 1, 1 s n < a}, 
and let I’;= Yn l:neI)o 
It is easy to see that Yk is R-mixing and converges to a normal distribution. ‘To 
do this, observe that if P(E) > 0 then fol each a c b 
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and by construction the right-hand side goes to 0. A similar argument shows that if 
A’ n.c = maxtpn - icnc 1YA- YLj, then for all E >O 
so that Anscombe’s condition is satisfied. However it is easy to srl;e that the 
conclusion of Theorem 5 is false: if Jv;, = [2”U + I], then NJ2” -5 U but 
KJ” * 0. *-&.. 
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